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Important please read before installing

iBedz space saving furniture 

Before installing 
accessories, be sure 

to connect the 
cabinet to the wall

Precautions and steps 

 (please read before installation)

900x2000mm Vertical Wall Bed with Table

2 Matress straps2 Linked bed feet

iBedz have had these specifically desinged for the UK 

market, these instructions have been translated, so the 

terminology may differ slightly, if you have any suggestions 
please free to the email them in.

Before Installing the parts of the bed, make sure you have connected the cabinet 
to the wall, using the fixings provided. check diagonal across the cabinet to see 
if the cabinet is square. 
install the fixed plates on either side, these are divided into left and right, using 
the 20mm long screws, before screwing them to the sides, please mark 
according to the size using a hole opener (25mm drill bit) of a depth of 17mm, 
refer to drawing. 
Install the cabinet panel; Screw the bed frame to the panel, then install the 
mattress straps, connect the two corners of the straps at 45-degree angle at the 
end of the bed and connect them to the bed surface with screws. After the 
mattress has been put in, pull it out and hook it to the corners of the mattress. 
The bottom of the bed frame is flush (Please be aware when installing the panel 
put the mattress on the end of the bed as the weight will help keep the 
mechanism down, if you don't add the weight while fixing, the bed door will lift 
up) 
Install the bed frame, (please also note if the room is small you may want to 
install the feet see below) lift the bed frame inside the cabinet then tighten the 
big hexagon socket screw (fixed with a 45mm long screw) 
Install the bed feet mechanism; push the mechanism into the square tubes on 
both sides. When the room  is relatively small, please install the two feet linkage 
supports before the bed frame is installed in the cabinet. 
After the feet are installed, use screws to connect. 
Install the booster air support (gas strut) please pay attention to the pressure in 
(Kilograms on the label) the small connector should be facing downward. Make 
sure both sides are installed symmetrically; the distance between the two 
columns is not enough, the end of the bed can be lifted, then it can be fitted in. 
After fixing, press down on the bed and the iron cover will come out naturally, 
then press the end of the bed with the mattress. Otherwise the weight of the side 
will be unbalanced, and the bed frame will be automatically recovered.  
then lastly install the mattress stopper catch. 


